Introducing The 1996 Free Holiday Gift From Nora Corbett For Mirabilia

This miniature messenger of holiday cheer has angelic curls and a three-dimensional bow with an aquamarine arrow and rich burgundy ribbon, all set against a striking background of black and silver trim.

It's a free holiday design from Nora Corbett that's fun to stitch, fun to give, fun to get and enjoy all year long.

Happy Holidays from everyone at Mirabilia Designs!

"Heavenly Holidays"
by Nora Corbett

Stitched on 32 count Swan Feather Linen from Wichelt Imports.
Stitched over 2x2--100% White needle.

Design area: 3.5" x 3.5" with a stitch count of 37 x 37.

Keshik Metallic Threads
D 001 Metallic Pearlized
E 009 Metallic Pearlized

Stitching Instructions

Using a straight satin stitch, outline the symbols with 1 strand Keshik Metallic #201. (1) Trim threads to create the three sections of bow strings.

Stitch feather crease line in #500 using straight satin stitches.

Stitch arrows in cherubs' hat with two strands #500 using straight satin stitches.

Backstitch with one strand face, shoulders, and hands with #500, eye iris with #500, design border with #904, and bow with #500.

Backstitch with two strands eyelashes with #500. Bow with #904.

Fill in eye with #902.
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